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                                                 IS IT SPRING YET??? 
 
Hello from northern Idaho.  I am writing to you in the middle of March, but this is the   
newsletter for January and February, so will hold March for next time.  At least we  
are snow free and there are some signs of spring in the flower beds. 
 
JANUARY 
So as you are all aware, January was a pretty bad month for snow and travel not very 
nice.  We managed to get to our first monthly play at Bishop and the residents were 
so very glad to see us.  It was nice to give them an uplift after the holidays and we  
were glad we could entertain them.  Then we had to cancel our meeting-practice day  
as there was a very bad storm and it just wasn't worth trying to get out.  The next  
day after what would have been meeting day we usually have our tri-play day where we  
visit a care center, play for a Sr. noon lunch site and finish with a visit to the Circle 
of Caring Sr. day care center.  Well, that too all had to be cancelled because of the  
continuation of the storm from the day before.  Was a bit discouraging, but better 
safe than sorry. 
 
We were finally able to get out and play at Good Sam, Kendrick Sr. Meal Site,   
Moscow Sr. Meal Site and Aspen Care Center rounding out the month.  All residents   
were so glad to see us to give them a little cheer with all the bad weather coming and   
going.  What a month! 
 
FEBRUARY 
This month things were better and we were able to visit Bishop Place, Good Sam, have  
our meeting and practice, do all three sites for tri-play day and even go to Potlatch  
and Colfax.  Then we rounded out the month with Moscow Sr. Meal site and Clark 
Place.  It was a good feeling to be able to make all the play dates again and enjoy  
smiles and some laughter at the sites.   
 
So now we are able to continue commitments and look forward to some extra times  
to play as Spring approaches.  We wish you a happy spring and great times ahead this 
year with fiddlin and fun. 
 
                                                                           Marge Nelson, Secretary   


